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Enhanced Care
In February of 2020, ICBC announced a new type of insurance coming
to B.C., Enhanced Care, with care being the core of this system.
Enhanced Care coverage provides anyone hurt in a crash with
significantly more care, recovery and wage loss benefits than they
received in the previous system.
Under Enhanced Care, there is no overall limit to the care and recovery
benefits available to any British Columbian injured in a crash, regardless
of fault – they will get all the care they need, when they need it, for as
long as they need it.
n addition to better benefits, under Enhanced Care, the cost of car
insurance has gone down – making it even less expensive than some
other provinces, including some with private car insurance.
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Comparing the former system to Enhanced Care

Limitations on suing
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Topics
•

Taking legal costs out of insurance

•

Products and coverages
• Third party liability & extended third party liability
• Basic Vehicle Damage coverage
• Hit and run coverage

•

Premiums and Enhanced Care refunds

•

Fleet rating/chargeability
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Taking legal costs out of insurance
These changes to B.C.'s auto insurance are possible because the
significant costs associated with our previous litigation-based system
have largely been removed. Legal action isn't necessary to get the care
you need or to cover income loses after a crash - now or in the future.
Drivers with full ICBC basic and optional coverage are now paying, on
average, 20 per cent less for their vehicle insurance. This is also true
for fleets operating exclusively in B.C. and on-highway.

Important
When operating in
another
jurisdiction, the
laws of that
jurisdiction apply.
If you are in a
tort jurisdiction
you can still sue or
be sued.

Exceptions to when legal action can be taken:
• Responsible drivers convicted of certain criminal code convictions
• Certain damage if a third party’s actions may have contributed to the crash, such as a pub
owner or vehicle manufacturers
• Personal property, downtime and environmental clean up
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Products and coverages
Third Party Liability
Third party liability is part of the mandatory basic coverage. Just like in
the previous system, the minimum third party liability coverage you are
required to carry is $200,000. Standard vehicles will continue to be
covered both on and off-highway, and non-standard vehicles will be
covered when operating where permitted on-highway only.
Extended optional third party liability options is still available and
needed to protect you when you're responsible for a crash. Generally,
third party liability will cost less if you only travel within B.C. because
there is less risk due to the reduced ability to sue or be sued.

Important Note
If your vehicles are used outside of B.C., work with your broker to determine if your policy has
sufficient Third Party Liability coverage for other jurisdictions where you can sue or be sued.
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Products and coverages
Off-Highway Use
Basic Third Party Liability coverage is meant to provide British Columbians
with the minimum amount of coverage for core auto risks. Under
Enhanced Care, ICBC’s Basic Third Party Liability and optional Extended
Third Party Liability will no longer respond to off-highway losses sustained
by non-standard vehicles.
To account for this, ICBC is offering an optional off-highway third party
liability coverage for non-standard vehicles, available in limits of $200K,
$1M, $2M, $3M and $5M.

What is a non-standard vehicle?
• A non-standard vehicle is defined in Bill 11 of the Insurance (Vehicle) Act
• Examples of these vehicles include off road heavy equipment vehicles such as industrial or road
building machines, utility and all terrain vehicles, golf carts, riding lawnmowers, and farm use.
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Products and coverages
Basic Vehicle Damage coverage
Under Enhanced Care, when a B.C. Driver is not responsible for a
crash with another vehicle in B.C., their vehicle damage will be
covered under their own basic insurance policy, rather than under the
responsible party's third party liability coverage. There is no
deductible with a BVDC claim.
Basic Vehicle Damage coverage has a limit of $200,000 and will cover
you up to the extent that you are not responsible for the crash.

If you have vehicles valued over the $200,000 BVDC limit and want
to ensure you're covered for not-at-fault losses over this limit, talk to
your broker about which Optional coverages are best for you.
Situations where Basic Vehicle Damage would not apply
• A crash that doesn't involve another vehicle
• A crash occurring outside of B.C. (where law of the land will apply)
• If the customer is at fault in the crash (which would be covered under Collision coverage)
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Products and coverages
Hit and run
The hit and run statutory coverage no longer exists for vehicle damage
under Enhanced Care. In order to be covered for hit and run losses, you
will need an optional product that covers this exposure.
This change means all policyholders will no longer subsidize coverage for
hit and run incidents, making premiums fairer. It also makes B.C.’s
coverage for hit and run consistent with most other jurisdictions across
Canada.
If you carry ICBC’s Collision coverage, you will continue to be
protected for hit and run vehicle damage subject to the deductible
you have chosen. Hit and run coverage for non-vehicle property damage
will still be covered under a statutory coverage.
Important Note
All British Columbians, regardless of whether they have any insurance coverage will be covered
for any injuries resulting from a hit-and-run under ICBC’s Enhanced Accident Benefits.
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Products and coverages
Hit and run options
The options available for hit and run coverage are:

• ICBC’s Collision coverage
• Optional hit and run coverage from ICBC will be available for any
vehicle insured through an APV250 policies.
Customers with ICBC’s Collision coverage cannot purchase the
Optional hit and run product, the chosen Collision deductible will
apply. With ICBC’s Collision coverage, you have a wider array of
coverage including the hit and un coverage.

Policies not eligible for the optional product
Customers with an APV4 (garage owners) and APV90 policies (a blanket fleet policy) are not be
eligible for the Optional hit and run product.
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Premiums
The type and amount of insurance you carry and how you drive your
vehicle impacts how much you save on your annual premiums.
Through Enhanced Care, commercial customers will save on average 20%
if they have Basic and optional coverage with ICBC and drive a standard
vehicle within the province.
There are a few instances where some customers may need to add more
protection such as when there is more risk due to out of province driving
in a jurisdiction where you can sue or be sued. Or, if you have a higher
valued vehicle.
Additionally, if you only carry ICBC Basic coverage and your Optional
coverage is purchased elsewhere, you won’t see as the same level of
savings.
In these instances, the overall savings will be less or there may not be a
change in your premium.
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Enhanced Care refunds
Example renewal timeline

Pro-rated refund for the difference between
the former system (Autoplan) and Enhanced
Care coverage will be issued by July 31, 2021
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Fleet rating and chargeability
The number of claims and severity of claims (how much they cost)
impact the fleet discount or surcharge to the extent that you are
responsible for the crash.
Under Enhanced Care, new coverages and benefits have been
introduced. These will be taken into consideration when calculating
your fleet discount or surcharge.
There is no change to the formulas for calculating the loss ratio for
customers. It is simply the inputs that are changing. Our rating is
based on a 3 year scan therefore the calculation will take a few years
to materialize and will be monitored by ICBC.

Important
New chargeable
factors under
Enhanced Care
•

Enhanced
accident benefits

•

Basic Vehicle
Damage coverage

•

Income Top-up
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Thank You
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